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We consider weak solutions to the nonlinear boundary value problem 
(r, (x, u(x)) U’(X))’ = (Fu)‘(x) with ~(0, U(O)) u’(0) = ku(O), r(L, u(L)) u’(L) - /U(L) 
and k, h are suitable elements of [0, co]. I n addition to studying some new 
boundary conditions, we also relax the constraints on 7(x, U) and (Fu)(x). 
T(X, U) > 0 may have a countable set of jump discontinuities in u and r(x, u)-’ E 
L,((O,L) x (0, p)). F is an operator from a suitable set of functions to a subset 
of L,(O, 2,) which have nonnegative values. F includes, among others, examples 
of the form (2%)(x) = (1 - H(x - x0)) u(x,), (Fu)(x) = sf f(y, u(y)) dy where 
f ( y, U) may have a countable set of jump discontinuities in u or F may be chosen 
so that (Fu)‘(x) = g(x, U(X)) u’(x) ~ q(x) U(X) ~ f(x, u(x)) where q is a 
distributional derivative of an L2(0, L) function. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
BV (4% 44) u’(x))’ = ml’ lx), F: set of functions +L,(O, L) 
r(0, u(0)) u’(0) = ku(O), k E [O, =)I 
r(L, u(L)) d(L) = hu(L), h E [O, co]. 
Problems of this nature are applicable to steady state nonlinear diffusion pro- 
blems, for example, see D. D. Joseph and E. M. Sparrow [5], the discussion 
following the statement of the assumptions on F and example two in section 
five. We will study all nine possible boundary conditions (h and K can be either 
0, positive finite or co), under suitable constraints. (See section two, especially 
assumption F, .) Thus the one dimensional case of the diffusion problem con- 
sidered in [4] is resolved subject to these assumptions. 
Five of the nine case (0 < k = finite, h = 0 and consequently k = 0, 
0 < h = finite; h = co; k = co, h = 0 and consequently k = 0, h = co) have 
been considered in B. A. Fleishman and T. J. Mahar [2]. In that paper r(~, U) 
is allowed to have a finite number of jump discontinuities in s and u and 
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0 < m < Y(X, u) -5 M; also (Fu) (x) = Jif(y, u(y)) dy where f(x, U) has only 
a finite number of jump discontinuities in x and U. In this paper we relax the 
conditions on Y(X, U) and f(~, U) and a so 1 consider other forms of (Fu) (x). In 
particular Y(X, U) may have a countable set of jump discontinuities in u and be 
L,((O,L) x (0, p)) where l/p + l/q = l/s, s > 1 and l/s’ -t l/s = 1. Also F 
is an operator from a set of functions into L,(O, L). When Fu EL,(O, L), we 
view Fu as a distribution and (Fu)’ as its distributional derivative. 
The other four cases (0 < k == finite, 0 < h = finite; K = co, 0 < h = finite 
and consequently 0 < k = finite, h = GO; h = 0,/z = 0) will be studied by the 
method similar to the one used in [2] for the previous case. The method may be 
summarized in two steps: first, convert the boundary value problem into an 
equivalent integral equation and, second, solve the integral equation by con- 
structing a monotone sequence of functions which converge to the solution. 
The integral equation for the case 0 < K = finite, 0 < h = finite is a generaliza- 
tion (with the appropriate limiting values of h and K) of the integral equations 
considered in [2] for the cases 0 < R = finite, h -; 0 and k = co, h = 0 and in 
our paper for the case k = co, 0 < h = finite. The case h = 0, h = 0 has in 
general no bounded solution in K = set of functions which is the domain of F. 
Section two contains the statements of the assumptions on Y(X, U) and (Fu) (x). 
In section three equivalent integral equations are developed. Section four 
contains the construction of the solutions by using monotone methods. The 
monotone method has the advantages that, one, it constructs the solution and, 
two, it may yield minimum and maximum solutions. Sectionfivegives a discussion 
of error estimates via minimum and maximum solution and two examples. The 
first example illustrates the relationship between h, k and F so that the solution 
is bounded and the integral operator is monotone. In particular the importance 
of assumption F, on (Fu) (x) is illustrated. The second example is an application 
to resistance transducers. 
In this paper we do not use Schauder’s fixed point theorem because, one, the 
domain of the integral operator is not closed in the appropriate spaces and, two, 
the integral operator is only lower continuous in the appropriate spaces and not 
continuous. Also in this paper we have used the constraints on Y(X, U) and (Fu) (x) 
of monotonicity in u in order to establish the monotone sequence. Another 
method of doing this is to use maximum principles, for example, see J. Chandra 
and P. W. Davis [l]. However they, in general, do not work when there is a 
nonlinearity in Y(X, u). Also it is easier to check for subsolutions, u0 in assumption 
F 2, or supersolutions. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In order to relax the restriction on Y(X, U) and f(x, U) as is given in [2], we 
shall work in the context of distributions as defined by L. Schwartz 181. This 
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context also can be used to study other problems similar to these. For example 
see R. E. White [9] where semilinear ordinary differential equations are studied. 
A distribution u E B’(O,L) is defined to be a linear map from .58(O,L) G 
{+ E P(O, L) 1 support 4 C (0, L)), into [w that satisfies (i) ~(4,) - u(4) when 
c@+p k = 0, 1, 2,... uniformly on all compact subsets of (0,L) and (ii) all 
supports of 4% and 4 are contained in the same compact subset of (0,L). The 
deriwatiw~of u, u’ E g’(O, L), is defined by u’(4) = ~(-4’). Examples include 
~(4) ~ Jo f(y) C(y) dy wherefELy(O, L) and u(4) = #(x0), the delta “function” 
at x0 . Also the derivative of u(4) = J-t H(y - x0) 4(y) dy is the delta “function” 
since u’(C) = Jt - 4’(y) Jy = -4(y) It = $(x0). 
We shall use the following subspace of P(O, L). 
H,,,JO, L) = (u E LB’(0, L) / u’ EL,(O, L)}. This space is contained in C”tu[O, L], 
the Holder continuous functions with exponent cy = I/s’. This follows from the 
facts, one, if zi = 0 and u EB’(O,L), then u = constant and, two, if W(X) = 
Jz u’(y) dy and u’(y) sL,(O, L), th en o’ = u’. Thus V(X) - u(x) = constant for 
almost all x and so 1 u(x) - u(y)1 F / Jzu’(y) dy 1 < 1 x - y I1/y’ // II‘ jlL,(o,Lr . 
Another consequence of this is that HiJO, L) = {u EL,(O, L) , u’ t&(0, L)} 
which is one of the Sobolev spaces and is complete with respect to the norm 
u--f jj u JjL,to,L) + I/ u’ jjL,to,L~ . Thus we may use any of the well known pro- 
perties of Sobolev spaces, for example, see A. Friedman [3]. It is also important 
to note that convergence of a sequence in H,,,(O, L) implies uniform convergence. 
If a sequence is increasing and converges in H,,,JO,L), we shall write Us t u in 
ffl A L). 
DEFINITION. 
K - {u E H,,,(O, L) 1 24 is strictly increasing, u(x) E [0, p], 
u’ is right continuous at 0, 
u’ is left continuous at L}. 
Note that K is not closed in L,(O, L). 
ASSUMPTIONS ON Y(X, u). 
R 1 . 0 < f-(X, u) E -b((O, L) x (0, P)), T(X, u)-l E -u(O, L) x (0, P>), 1 is’ + 1 is 
= 1, s :> 1 and I/p + I/q = l/s. 
K, . Y(X, u) is nonincreasing in u for almost all x E (0, L) 
R, . Y(X, u) is continuous (as a function on [0, L] x [0, p]) at the points of 
$3 x LO, PI, F} x [O, PI and ~(0, u), r(L 4 > 0. 
Remark. If for some x Y(X, u) is nonincreasing in u, then r(x, u) is continuous 
in u except for a countable set of u. If u, E K and u, t u E C[O, L] uniformly, then 
R, and the fact that u, , u are strictly increasing imply r(x, u,(x))-l t +(x, u(x))-’ 
409/68/r -I I 
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pointwise for almost all X. Because of R, and R, , Y(X, u,(x)))~, r(~, U(X)))’ E 
L,(O, L). Thus Y(X, U&X))+ T Y(X, U(X))-” p oin wise t for almost all x and by the 
Lebesque monotone convergence theorem Y(X, uJx))-” converges absolutely 
in L,(O, L) to r(~, U(X)))“. Since L,(O, L) is complete, r(x, Un(3z))-l converges in 
L,(O,L) to Y(X, u(x))-‘. 
We now state five of the six assumptions on F. The sixth assumption will be 
given after the integral operator is defined. 
ASSUMPTIONS ON F. 
F, . Let K u [0, p] denote the union of K with the constant functions whose 
value range for 0 to p. Let F: K u [0, p] +L,(O,L), (Fu) (x) 2 0 for almost all 
x E (0,L) and (Fu) (L) = 0 (see F4) for all II E KU [0, p]. Assume the following 
implications are valid: (i) If u, E K, {&} is bounded in L,(O, L), U, t u E C[O, L] 
uniformly and u # constant, then {Fu,} is Cauchy in L,(O,L). And (ii) if u, , 
u E K, and u, t u in H,,,(O, L), then Fu, + Fu inL,(O, L). 
F 2 . There exist ua E K u [0, p] such that Tu,, 3 us as T is defined in section 
three. 
F, . (Fu) (x) is nondecreasing in u. 
F4. (Fu) (x) is continuous (as a function on [O,L] x [0, p]) at the points of 
{O) x LO, PI and W x I?, ~1. 
F5 . Let 
Remarks 1. By using the Holder inequality we have st [l/r(y, p)] dy < 
IA1lq’lrn where 
and 
1 -= --_, 
11 l 1 Y(X, PI / LJ0.L) 
and 
m 
s 
L PP) (Y) 
0 
T(yp) dy < gmE IIFP Ik,(o,~) . 
< 7 
Thus we may replace F, by FL. 
F; . Let 
CL$-+” m >o. & VP) (0) + g II FP IIL,(o,L) G P- 
If r(x, U) 3 6 > 0, then FL is more restrictive than F, . 
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2. The constant functions 0 and p could be replaced by 0 < e(x) < p(x) 
where 8, p E H,,,(O, L). This is sometimes useful in order to have all the assump- 
tions on F hold. 
Before we give some examples of such operators F, we will discuss a physical 
problem and its relevance to assumption F, . If we consider -(r(r, U) u’)’ = 
f(r, U) as a steady state heat conduction problem for a finite bar, then f(~, U) 
represents sources or sinks and (Fu) (x) = Jkf(y, u(y)) dy > 0 represents the 
net source. If /r or h = 0, then either the left or right sides, respectively, have 
perfect insulation. If 1~ = co or h = co, then either the left or right sides, res- 
pectively, are held at zero temperature. If k or h E (0, CO), then we may solve 
for the flux at left or right sides. In the case of perfect insulation one expects the 
steady state solution to be unbounded when we have a net source which is 
positive. In fact the equivalent integral equation is U(X) = (7’~) (x) sZ 
J: P-4 Wlly(~> 4~)) dr + 40) where (Fu) (0) = (Fu) (L) = 0. clearly we 
need to allow (Fu) (y) to be both negative and to be increasing and decreasing 
in u. In this case our arguments for the monotonicity of T will fail. Assumption 
F, gives a condition on how close to perfect insulation coupled to the size of the 
net source will be permitted and still have a bounded solution. See example one 
of section five for a particular illustration of this. 
EXAMPLES. I. (Fu) (x) = J:f(y, u(y)) dy where 0 < f(.x, U) ~Lr((0, L) x 
(0, p)), f(~, 0) 3 0, f(~, u) is nondecreasing in U, f(~, U) is continuous at the 
points (0) x [0, p] and {L} x [0, p] and (L/MC + (L1+lla’i-llr’)/hmC’)f(~, p) 
< p. Assumption F, is verified by the same argument as given in the remark 
following the assumptions on Y(X, u). This example includes and generalizes the 
case h = 0, 0 < k = finite which is given in [2]. 
2. Let (Fu) (cc) = $Z)f(~, u) d u where 0 <f(~, U) sLP((O,L) s (0, p)), 
there is an x E (0,L) such that f(~, u) # 0 on a set of positive measure in u, 
f(L, U) = O,f(x, U) is continuous at the points of (0) x [0, p] and{LL) x [0, p] and 
3. Let (Fu) (x) = Q(X) where Q E L,(O, L), Q(0) > 0, Q(L) = 0 and 
(lPC’)Q(O) + (llhmc’) II Q Iiq,L) < P. A particular example is Q(X) = 
a(1 - H(x - x0)) where x,, E (0, L) and a/hkC’ -+ (aL1:s’/hmC’) x0 < p and in 
this case (Fu)’ (x) = -a 8(x - x,,). 
4. Let s = 2 and (Fu) (x) = s: qu = Rx) u(x) - s: Q(y) u’(y) dy where 
Q E L,,(O, L) n L,(O, L), Q(L) = 0, Q(0) 2 0, q = Q’, Q is nonincreasing and 
Q(O)PC + (L1’8’/hmC’> II Q II L,(,,L) < 1. A particular example is Q(X) = 
b(1 - H(x - x,,)) where b = a/p and a is as in the particular example of 3 and 
in this case (Fu)’ (x) = -(a/p) u(x,,) 8(x - x0). The first assumption is the only 
nontrivial one to verify. 
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First, let us show (2%) (x) >, 0. If Q E Cr[O, L] and Q’(y) < 0, then sz qu = 
J;Q’(Y) U(Y) dY 3 0. S’ mce Q E&(O,L) n L,(O, O,L), there is a sequence of 
{Q)IIl of nonincreasing functions in C’[O, L] that approximate Q in the 
spaces &,(O, L) and L,(O, L). F or example (see A. Friedman [3]) on(x)) 
n jQ(y) r ((x - y)/l /n) dy where 
s 
1 
and c= exp(x” - 1))’ dx. 
-1 
Q,,(x --I- h) = n j-Q(y) r((x + h - y),‘l/n) dy == n JQ(z + h) r((x-z),‘l/n)dz 
.zgg n j-Q(z) I+ - .a)/l/n) dz =: Q&v), h 3 0. Thus 0 < j-L”Q;(y) u(y) dy =: 
Qdx) 4x1 - On(L) u(L) - J”: Q,,(y) u’(y) dy. Clearly Q,%(L) - Q(L) = 0, 
QJx) u(x) -Q(x) U(X) inL,(O, L) and QJy) u’(y) -Q(y) u’(y) inL,(O, L). Thus 
j; qu 3 0. 
Second, let u,, E K, (uh) be bounded inL,(O, L), u,, t u E CIO, L] uniformly and 
then we show that Fu, is Cauchy in L,(O, L). Since s = 2, L,(O, L) is a Hilbert 
space. {u;} is a bounded sequence in a Hilbert space and therefore converges 
weakly to 21 f&(0, L). Thus s: Q(y) u;(y) dy - si Q(y) a(y) dy pointwise. 
Since Q, u; , v E L,(O, L), Quk E L,(O, L) and Qz EL, and thus s; Q(y) u:(y) dy 
s: Q(y) w(y) dy are continuous. By the Lebesque bounded convergence theorem 
.f; Q(Y) 4h) 4 - St Q(Y) W(Y) & converges in L,(O, L) and consequently 
.f; Q(Y) U:(Y) dy is Cauchy in L,(O,L). Since u,, t u E CIO, L] uniformly, 
u,(t) Q(X) converges in L,(O, L) to U(X) Q(X) and thus is Cauchy in L,(O, L). 
Certainly if u,, , u E K and u,, 1 u in H&O, L), then (Fu,) (x) = Q(x) u,(x) - 
.I? Q(Y) k(y) 4 --f Q(x) 44 - Sz Q(Y) U’(Y) 4 = W (4 in L,(Q L). 
5. Other examples of such operators, F, may be formed by combining 
these basic examples. A particular case with suitable additional assumptions is 
(Fu) (x) :c - J”‘“‘g(x, u) du - /‘qu + fj(y. u(y)) dy 
0 0 0 
z U(l/) a 
+ il 0 0 
$ (Y, u) du dy. 
Then (Fu)’ (x) = -g(x, u) u’(x) - qu(x) + f(y, u(y)) and we are considering 
the differential equation (P-(X, U(X)) u’(x))’ + g(x, U(X)) u’(x) + &x) =f(~, u(x)). 
DEFINITION. u E K is a weak solution of BV if and only if for all $ E g(O, L) 
.f:G, U(Y)) U’(Y) (--4’(~)) dr = St W (Y) C-4’) (~1) dy, 4, 40)) u’(O) = 
Ku(O) and r(L, u(L)) u’(L) = h(L). 
Remark. u E K is a weak solution of BV is equivalent to stating, in addition 
to the boundary conditions, that for almost all x T(X, u(x)) u’(x) = (Fu) (x) + 
constant. This follows from the fact that the derivative of a distribution, in this 
case Y(X, U(X)) u’(x) - (Fu) (x), is zero if and only if the distribution is constant 
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i.e. v’ = 0 if and only if z(d) = constant . s;+(y) d’. Thus the distribution is 
represented by a locally integrable function which is constant for almost all X. 
3. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
The above characterization of weak solution leads us to consider the integral 
equation u = A + B Jk l/Q, U(Y)) dr t Ji ((Fu) (Y))/Y(Y, 4~)) dy where A 
and B are to be chosen so that the boundary conditions are satisfied. Thus 
u(0) = A and r(0, U(O)) U’(O) = B + (Fu) (0) and so B + (Fu) (0) = k-4. Also 
u(L) = A + B Ji ll(y(y, U(Y)) dy -1 j%W (YMY, U(Y)> dr and 4% u(L)) u’(L) 
= B and so h(A + B Jt l/y(r, U(Y)) dy + Ji ((Fu) (Y))/Y(Y, U(Y)) dy) =I B. 
Solving these two equations yields 
Note that by assumptions all integrals and values exist. Also in order for 
T: K u [0, p] -+ K we shall need assumption F, which implies elements in the 
range of T will be uniformly in u E KU [0, p] strictly increasing. 
F, . There exist 0 < 6(x) E C(0, L) such that for almost all x E (0, L) and all 
u E K u [O, PI (Tu)’ (4 = B[llr(x, +>)I 4 + [(W (x)/Y(Y, 44 4 3 @9 
> 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let assumptions R, ,..., R, and F, ,. .., F, hold. 1317 and IE are 
equivalent for u E K. 
Proof. Let u E K and satisfy IE. Since F, , F4 and R, hold, u(O) is defined 
and equals A, u’(0) = (B + Fu(O))/r(O, u(0)) and thus ~(0, u(0)) u’(0) = kr~(O). 
A similar argument gives r(L, u(L)) u’(L) = hu(L). Since U’(X) = l3 l/r(~, U(X))+ 
((2%) (x))/Y(x, U(X)), Y(X, U(X)) u’(x) = (Fu) (x) + B. Since B is a constant 
independent of x, u is a weak solution to BV. 
Let u E K and satisfy BV. Then the boundery conditions hold and 
Y(X, u) (x)) U’(X) = (Fu) (x) + C, . By R:: and F, ~(0, u(0)) U’(O) = ku(0) = 
(Fu) (0) + C, and r(L u(L)) u’(L) = hu(L) = (Fu) (L) + C, = 0 + Cl. A.lso 
U(X) = JE ((Fu) (y)>/y(y, Y(Y)) t Jt Ch(y, U(Y)) dy + G . Since the inte- 
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grands are in L,(O,L), u(0) = C, and u(L) = J-i ((Fu) (y))/r(y, u(y)) dy+- 
C, Jk lir(r, U(Y)) dy + C, . Th us we again obtain simultaneous equations and 
since the solutions are unique, C, = B and C, = A. Thus u E K satisfies IE. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTION TO IE 
We shall construct a sequence of iterates u,+r I=: Tu, , 71 = 0, 1, 2,... which 
will converge monotonically to a solution of IE. Because of Theorem 1, this 
solution of IE will also be a solution of BV. First we state the following lemma 
concerning T. 
LEMMA. Let assumptions R, ,,.., R, and F, ,..,, F, hold. Zf u, , u E K and 
u, f u in H~,,(O, L), then Tu, f Tu in Hl,,7(0, L). 
Proof. Let Tu = 4 + 4 J: AMY, U(Y)) dr f Jf (P4 (Y)#--(Y~ U(Y)) dr 
where A,, =-= A and B, = B are as given in IE. Since C > 0 and R, , R, , FR and 
F, hold, Bun t B,, . Thus AZ,<~ t A, . Since R, and F, hold, I/r(y, u,(y)) f 
l/r(y, u(y)) pointwise for almost all y and (Fu,) (y) t (Fu) (y) pointwise for 
almost all y. By assumptions R, and F,(ii) they also converge in L,(O, L) and in 
L,(O, L) respectively. The following inequalities show that Tu,, , Tu E C[O, L] 
and Tu,, t Tu uniformly. 
II 
. L1 Is’ 
Lq(O.D 
;/ 1 
-__ 
+ 11 TY> U,(Y)) II L&O’L) 
11 Fu - Fu, (IL,(o,L) .L1’8’. 
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Thus Tu, t Tu in L,(O, L). The proof that (Tu,)’ -+ (Tu)’ in L,(O, L) is similar 
since (Tu)’ = B, [l/r(y, u(y))] + ((I%) (y))/r(x, u(x)). Note that l/~(x, u(x)) E 
L,(O, L) since l/~(x, u(x)) EL&O, L) and l/q + l/p = l/s. 
THEOREM 2. Let assumptions R, ,..., R, and F, ,..., F, hold. Define u1 = Tu, , 
u0 E K u [0, p] from F, and u,,+~ = Tu, , n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Then following state- 
ments are true: 
1. u,~K,n=l,2 ,.... 
2. u,+~ > u, , n = 0, I,2 ,.... 
3. u, converges in H,,,(O, L) to u E K. 
4. u is a solution of IE and hence is a solution of BV. 
Proofs. 1. This is proved by mathematical induction. Assumption F, 
implies ur E K. Assume u, E K and show qL+r = Tu, E K. 
Thus u,+l(x) E [O, PI. 
Since u’ %+&) = 4,&-(x, u,(x)] + ((Fun) (x))/r(x, u,(x)) > 0 for almost all 
x E (0, L) and is in L,(O, L), u,+~ (x) is strictly increasing and u,+r E H,,,(O,L). 
;;$;is right continuous at 0 and left continuous at L follows from R, and F4 . 
n+l E K. 
2. Again the proof is by mathematical induction. Assumption F, contains 
that C > 0 and hence B,, and AUn are nonnegative. Assumptions R, , F, and F, 
imply u1 = Au0 + Buo “j: llr(y, Ye) 4 + St WO) (YMY, UO(Y)) 4 Z 
0 + q, . Now assume u, 3 unel . By assumptions R, and F, we have 
a Au,el + &,-I 
I 
5 1 
0 r(Y, %-l(Y)> dy + I 
5 (FuS-d (Y) dy 
T(Y, %+1(Y)> 
u, . 
3. Since 
1 
r(x, PI 
+ VP) (4 
T(X,' 
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{u:,,,} is a bounded sequence in L,(O, L). Because u,+,(O) = AUn < “1, , {u,,} is 
also bounded in H,,,(O, L). Since the inclusion map of H,,,(O, L) into 
Co1 l,s’[O, L] is continuous, the sequence {un} is bounded in Coi-l/s’[O, L]. Because 
the inclusion map from C”+~ljs’[O, L] into CIO, L] is compact, there is a sub- 
sequence {un,j such that {zlni} converges uniformly to u E CIO, L]. But {u,,> is 
nondecreasing and so U, t u uniformly. Since U, t u uniformly, u,, are uniformly 
strictly increasing and u,(x) E [0, p], u is also strictly increasing and ZJ(X) E [0, p]. 
In order to show that u, f u in H&O, L), it suffices to show {u;> is Cauchy in 
L,(O, L). It follows from the completeness of H,,,(O, L) and the fact that HiJO, L) 
is continuously imbedded into C[O, L]. For if uk --f v in &(O, L), then z*1 
1; C(Y) dY + 40) is the limit of u, in H,,,(O, L). Thus u = w and so u’ ==: 2~’ == 
u = lim,,, u:, in L,(O, L). In order to show {u:) is Cauchy in L,(O, L) consider 
1 
U;,(X) = BUqel --__- (Fun-l) (4 
y(x, %-l(X)) + 4T %&)> 
and U;(X) with m = n + k, li > 0. 
Assumptions F,(i) and R, , R, imply that (Fu,) and {l/r(r, u,(x))> are Cauchy 
in L,(O, L) and L,(O, L) respectively. Since un t u uniformly and R, and F, hold, 
B,, f B, and thus BUn is Cauchy. Thus {uk} is Cauchy in&(O, L). 
ginally u is left continuous at L and right continuous at 0 because of assump- 
tions R, and F, Thus u E K. 
4. Because u, t u in H,,,(O,L) and by the lemma Tu,, 7 Tu in HiJO, L), 
Tu-u=Tu-Tu,+ Tu,--u===Tu-Tu,+u,,,-ugoestozerowhen 
n+co.Thus Tu=uanduEK. 
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5. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SOLUTIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In Theorem 2 we constructed a solution via an increasing sequence of iterates. 
One can also prove a corresponding theorem for a decreasing sequence of 
iterates provided F, is replaced by the existence of a0 E K A [0, p] such that 
TV,, < v,, . In this case {z)J where ~),~+i = TV, , n = 0, 1,2, 3 ,... converges 
V~ J ZI E K in H&O, L). If u,, < v0 are the initial functions of the increasing and 
decreasing, respectively, sequences, then the limits u and v yield lower and 
upper solutions. These lower and upper solutions or the terms in the corres- 
ponding sequences may serve as error estimates. See the examples below. The 
third theorem summarizes these results. 
THEOREM 3. Let R, ,..., R, and F, ,..., F, hold. If there exist q, E K n [0, p] 
such that u0 < v,, and TV, ,( v,, , then the following statements are true. 
1. u, t u E K and v,, 4 v E K in H,,,s(O, L). 
2. u, v are solutions to BV. 
3. u, < v, , n = 0, I, 2 ,... and u < v. 
4. Suppose U, , V,, E KU [0, p], U,,, = TU, , b~‘,+~ = TVvb , u, < U, < 
V, < v,, , TU, > U, and TV, < V,, , then U,, t U E K, V, 4 V E K in H,.,s(O, L), 
U, V are solutions to BV and u < U < V < v. 
The first example illustrates how assumption F, is an essential sufficient con- 
dition on h, k and F for the boundedness of the solution and the monotonicity 
of T. The second example illustrates the applicability of this method to certain 
resistance transducer problems. These problems have nonlinearities in the 
electrical resistance, thermal conductivity and thermal convectivity. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the problem ((2 - u) u’)’ = -d(l + u”) with bound- 
ary conditions (2 - u(0)) u’(O) = Au(O), (2 - u(l)) u’(1) = hu(l) and 0 < 
u(x) < 1. In particular Y(X, u) = 2 - ZL, (Fu) (x) = d ji 1 + u”(y) dy, p = 1 
and 1 < s < co. If we let k = 2 and h = .&, then C, = h and the largest d so 
that F, holds is d = i. Also note below that (TV,) (1) = 1 when v&x) = 1 and 
that any larger d will force (TV,) (I ) > I = p. 
Let uO(x) = 0. Then C, = I, BuO = zz AU0 = & and ui(x) = (Tu,) (x) = 2,- 
(-2x2 + 7x $ 7). Since (?k,) (x) > u”(x) on [0, I], the iterates u,.+~ = TLC, will 
converge to a solution u of the above equation. The first two iterates are 
zco(x) = 0, u,(l) = 0 
ul(x) = .I0938 + .10938x - .0325x2, u,(l) = .18751. 
u2(x) = . I 1556 - .02976x + .02329x2 -C .0008x3 - .0002x” 
- 3.4834 ln((2x2 - 7r + 121)/121) 
- .39522[tan+((r - 1.75)/7.57875) - tan-I((- 1.75)/7.57875)], 
u2( 1) = .20596. 
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If we try Q(X) em 1 for the initial function for the iterates leading to a maximum 
solution, it works i.e. TV,, *< c,, . The first two iterates are 
v&x) = I, v,(l) = 1 
q(x) = .375 + .750x - .125x2, u,(l) = 1 
a2(x) = .22245 - .046875 + .090625x2 + .021875x3 + .00078125x4 
- 1.88906 ln((x* - 6x $- 12)/13) 
- 3.5829[tan-l((x - 3)/2) - tan-V-3/2)], v*(l) = .52219. 
The decrease in V,,(X) indicates that we could have chosen a smaller initial 
function z+,(x). By experimenting we find that ws(x) = .300 will work and 
wr(x) = (Tw,) (x) = .12745967 + .1449543x - .04007352x2 with w,(l) == 
.23739. A solution must be between uz(x) and wr(x). Note the accuracy which is 
indicated by 
u,(O) = .11556 < .12746 = w,(O) 
~~(1) = .20596 < .23739 = ~~(1). 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example we consider the general equation for steady state 
resistance transducers. This is given in T’. H. Sandborn [6] where T,, = tempe- 
rature along a finite wire in a fluid of temperature TX and is 
In general k = thermal conductivity, 0 = electrical resistivity and h = thermal 
convectivity depend on x and T,,. - T, = T. d is the diameter of the wire; I is 
the current; p is the Thomson heat; e. is the emisivity and (s,?~ is the Stefan- 
Boltzmann constant for radiation loss. If we consider a wire a length .25 cm with 
symmetric temperature distribution and T,. = T, at the boundary, we may write 
the equation in the form 
@(x, T) T’)’ = ( f’125f(~“, T(y)) dy + $ (T(x) - T(A25))) -r 
and 
T(0) = 0 and T’(.125) = 0 
+ +(T'+ 4T3T, + 6T2T: + 4TT:). 
Thus 
(FT) (x) = J.125f(y, T(y)) dy + $$ (T(x) - T(.125)), r(x, T) = k(x, T) 
x 
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and the integral operator is 
169 
P-T) (4 = 
x PT) (Y) 
f, k(y, qy)) dY* 
In our calculations we let d = .002 cm, P = .025, T, = 273”K, E, = .022, 
p = 9.61.10-l volts/°K, osb = 5.6810-t2 and k, D and h are given below for 
tungsten wire at temperatures between 283°K and 600°K. 
k = 1.82[1 + (-9.41) . 10-4. T + 6.63 . 10-ST”] 
u = 5.5 . 10-3[1 + 5 . 10p3T + 7 . lo-‘T2] 
h = 35.567 . 10-3[1 + 56.2 . 10-6T + 8.0 . lo-*T”]. 
The constants for k and CT were taken from V. A. Sandorn, R. D. Haberstroh and 
K. S. Sek [7] and are a least squares curve fit for data on a tungsten wire. The 
constants for h were calculated by the formula given in F. B. Gessner and G. L. 
Moller [4] for the fluid of air at a speed of 10 ft./set. with n = .45, A = .24 and 
B = .56. Because in f(~, T) the coefficients of T3 and T4 are of order 10-12, 
we neglect those terms and we have f(T) = 2000[6.965931 + .00064517T + 
.00000482T2]. If p = 100, it is not difficult to show that the assumptions hold. 
U,,(X) L: 0 and v~(x) :e 70 h ave the properties of Yu, 3 u,, and YcO < z+, where 
(ru,) (x) = ‘# ($ - ‘i”-) = 128 . 59.80 ($ - $1 , 
(Fu,,) (.125) = 59.80. 
and 
(9-q,) (x) = ‘$# ($ - f) = 128 .60.96 (t - f) , 
(9-u,) (. 125) = 60.96. 
The reader who wishes to experiment with different values of the diameter, air 
speed and current will find that not all the assumptions on F will hold. In the 
calculation of h the reader must consult [4] for a more complete discussion of 
convectivity. In some of these cases f( T) is not increasing in T for 0 < T < p. 
A direct attempt to alleviate this problem is to use the chord method (See [I] 
or [9]). This fails because the maximum principle is not being used to establish 
a monotone sequence of functions. 
In the paper by V. A. Sanborn, R.D. Haberstroh and K. S. Sek [7] the method 
of “elliptic-integrals” is used to solve problems without Thomson heat and 
without x dependence in the resistivity, conductivity and convectivity. The 
above method of monotone sequences has the potential of working for certain 
problems with Thomson heat, x dependent e as well as for more complicated 
boundary conditions. 
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